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Youth Month Contest Winners

Congratulations to Ensley,
Samuel and Dana, our youth
month coloring contest
winners, who each won $65
for our 65th anniversary!
Thanks to all of you who
entered our contest, enjoy
your piggy banks.
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We seem to have hit a tipping point in the pandemic
crisis. With continued mitigation efforts, it’s possible
to see a light at the end of the tunnel. More and
more, talk has turned to what life will be like when it’s
all over, along with the feeling that we will overcome
this.

Read More

Business Link has been cancelled this
month due to the coronavirus.

TRENDING

Your Complete Guide to SafeYour Complete Guide to Safe
and Comfortableand Comfortable

FEATURED APP REVIEW

Video Conferencing Apps:Video Conferencing Apps:
Zoom vs. Skype vs.Zoom vs. Skype vs.
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Face CoveringFace Covering

Q: I’ve started wearing a face mask
every time I go out, per CDC
recommendations; however, I’m
finding these coverings to be less
than comfortable. Is there any way
around the irritations and
discomforts of wearing face
coverings?

A: Face coverings have become an
essential wardrobe component for
people all over the country (and
world) as we continue to adapt to
life during the coronavirus
pandemic. Fortunately, complying
with the CDC’s advice doesn’t need
to translate into ongoing
discomfort.

Here’s how to comfortably wear
your face coverings without
compromising on safety.

Read More

Google HangoutsGoogle Hangouts

It’s where everything happens
these days. Birthday parties.
Corporate meetings. Coffee dates.
Happy hour with friends. Visits with
grandma. Anatomy and physiology
101. We’re talking video
conferencing apps, of course.

As Americans move indoors in an
effort to comply with mandates for
social distancing, lots of our
everyday interactions have moved
online, or more accurately, onto
video conferencing. These apps
have been around for a while, but
now they’ve become an integral
part of everyday life and a medium
for sharing good times with friends
— without the germs. Let’s take a
look at three of the most popular
video conferencing apps on the
market.

Read More
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Our lobbies are currently
closed to the public.

All office drive-thrus will
be closed on

Monday, May 25th

in observance of Memorial Day.
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